1. Brendan, read by Piotr Nater
2. Bull Run, read by Tatiana Chichilla
3. Comanche Of Custer’s Command, read by Dale Grothmann
4. The Death of the Lusitania, read by Availle
5. Decline of Drama, read by Penny Witt
6. Eratosthenes (c.176-c. 194 B.C.), read by Piotr Nater
7. The Fantastic Imagination, read by Devorah Allen
8. Fort Duquesne and Fort Pitt: Early Names of Pittsburgh Streets, read by Tatiana Chichilla
9. How Five Notable Women Were Educated, read by J. M. Smallheer
10. Letter from Françoise d'Aubigné To Mme. de Fontaine, 1713, read by Craig Campbell
11. Light House Illumination - The Electric Light, read by Michele Fry
12. Looking Ahead For Democracy (1919), read by Dale Grothmann
13. Murder at Sea, read by KevinS
14. Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy 1785, Excerpt, read by Craig Campbell
15. Read, And You Will Know, read by Jacqueline Burrell Walton
16. The Road to Success, read by Jacqueline Burrell Walton
17. Rural Free Delivery of Mail (1900), read by MaryinArkansas
18. Who Is Browning?, read by Dale Grothmann
19. Winter Talk (1859), read by Sue Anderson
20. Young People and Life Insurance, read by Jacqueline Burrell Walton
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